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Abstract—Operating system noise is a well-known problem
that may limit application scalability on large-scale machines,
significantly reducing their performance. Though the problem is
well studied, much of the previous work has been qualitative.

We have developed a technique to provide a quantitative
descriptive analysis for each OS event that contributes to OS
noise. The mechanism allows us to detail all sources of OS noise
through precise kernel instrumentation and provides frequency
and duration analysis for each event. Such a description gives OS
developers better guidance for reducing OS noise. We integrated
this data with a trace visualizer allowing quicker and more
intuitive understanding of the data.

Specifically, the contributions of this paper are three-fold.
First, we describe a methodology whereby detailed quantitative
information may be obtained for each OS noise event. Though
not the thrust of the paper, we show how we implemented that
methodology by augmenting LTTng. We validate our approach
by comparing it to other well-known standard techniques to
analyze OS noise. Second, we provide a case study in which
we use our methodology to analyze the OS noise when running
benchmarks from the LLNL Sequoia applications. Our experi-
ments enrich and expand previous results with our quantitative
characterization. Third, we describe how a detailed characteri-
zation permits to disambiguate noise signatures of qualitatively
similar events, allowing developers to address the true cause of
each noise event.

I. INTRODUCTION

Operating system (OS) noise (or jitter) is a well-known
problem in the High Performance Computing (HPC) com-
munity. Petrini et al. [1], [2] showed how OS noise may
limit application’s scalability, severely reducing performance
on large scale machines and large system activities (e.g.,
network file system server). Later studies [2], [3] confirmed
the early conclusions on different systems and identified timer
interrupts and process preemption as main sources of OS noise
[4], [5]. Most of those studies are “qualitative” in that they
do a good job characterizing the overall effect of OS noise
on the scalability of parallel applications, but tend not to
identify and characterize each kernel noise event. For example,
many studies showed that the timer interrupt is an important

source of OS noise, but few of them provided information
about which activities are executed during each timer interrupt.
Such information would be helpful to developers trying to
reduce OS noise. For example, operating systems use timer
interrupts to periodically start several kinds of activities, such
as bookkeeping, watchdogs, page reclaiming, scheduling, or
drivers’ bottom halves. Each activity has a specific frequency
and its duration varies according to the amount of work to pro-
cess, and thus different timer interrupts can introduce different
amounts of OS noise. Our detailed quantitative analysis allows
developers to differentiate and characterize the noise induced
by each event triggered on an interrupt and thus address the
pertinent sources.

Lightweight and micro kernels are common approaches
taken to reduce OS noise on HPC systems. Many super-
computers have run a lightweight kernel, such as Compute
Node Kernel (CNK) [6] or Catamount [7]. Lightweight ker-
nels provide functionality for a targeted set of applications
(for example, HPC or embedded applications) and usually
introduce negligible noise. They usually do not take periodic
timer interrupts or TLB misses, but typically provide restricted
scheduling and dynamic memory capability.

The lightweight approach worked well in the past when
HPC applications only required scientific libraries and a mes-
sage passing interface (MPI) implementation [8], [9]. The
NAS benchmark suite [10] contains examples of these kind
of applications. Also, the requirements of many other of the
largest applications, such as previous Gordon Bell winners
[11], [12], most of the Sequoia benchmark suite [13], and
others [14], [15] can be satisfied by this approach.

However, modern HPC applications are becoming more
complex, such as UMT from the LLNL Sequoia benchmarks
[13], Climate code [16], and UQ [17]. Moreover, in order
to improve performance there is a growing interest in richer
shared-memory programming models, e.g., OpenMP [18],
PGAS, such as UPC, Charm++, etc. At the same time,
dynamic libraries, python scripts, dynamic memory allocation,
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checkpoint-restart systems, tracers to collect performance and
debugging information, and virtualization [19], are seeing
wider use in HPC systems. All these technologies require
richer support from the OS and the system software. More-
over, applications being run on supercomputers are no longer
coming strictly from classical scientific domains but from
new fields, such as financial, data analytics, and recognition,
mining, and synthesis (RMS), etc. Current trends indicate large
petascale to exascale systems are going to desire a richer
system software ecosystem.

Possible solutions to support such complexity include: 1)
extending lightweight and micro kernels to provide support for
modern applications needs as mentioned above; 2) tailoring
a general purpose OS, such as Linux or Solaris, to the
HPC domain (e.g., the Cray Linux Environment for Cray
XT machines); and 3) running a general purpose OS in a
virtualized environment (e.g., Palacios [19]). All the three
scenarios above have the potential to induce more noise than
yesterday’s lightweight kernels. Thus, it will become more
important to be able to accurately identify and characterize
noise induced by the system software.

We have developed a technique to provide a quantitative
descriptive analysis for each event of OS noise. The mech-
anism allows us to detail all sources of OS noise through
precise kernel instrumentation and provides frequency and
duration analysis for each event. In addition to providing a
much richer set of data, we have integrated this collected data
with the Paraver [20] visualization tool allowing developers
to more easily analyze the data and get an intuitive sense
for its implications. Paraver is a classical tool for parallel
application’s performance analysis, and integrated with our
data can provide a view of the OS noise introduced throughout
the execution of HPC applications.

Overall, this paper makes three main contributions. First,
we describe a methodology whereby detailed quantitative
information may be obtained for each OS noise event. As
mentioned our methodology is most useful for HPC OS
designers and kernel developers trying to provide a system
well suited to run HPC applications. Though not the thrust of
the paper, we show how we implemented that methodology by
augmenting LTTng. We validate our approach by comparing
it to other well-known standard techniques to analyze OS
noise, such FTQ (Fixed Time Quantum). Second, we provide
a case study in which we use our methodology to analyze the
OS noise when running benchmarks from the LLNL Sequoia
applications. Although our methodology and tools may well
be useful for application programmers, in this work we focus
on providing the insights that can be gained at the system
level. Thus, while we do run real applications, it is not for
the purpose of studying those applications, but rather for
demonstrating that our methodology allows us to obtain a
better understanding of the system while running real appli-
cations. Our experiments enrich and expand previous results
with our quantitative characterization. Third, we describe how
this detailed characterization allows us to disambiguate noise
signatures of qualitatively similar events allowing developers

to address the true cause of a given noise event.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II describes

related work. Sections III describes our mechanism to obtain a
detailed quantitative description for each OS noise event. Sec-
tion IV shows the results of applying our technique to analyze
benchmarks from the LLNL Sequoia applications. Section V
provides two examples of how to use our mechanism to
disambiguate noise signatures. We conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Operating system noise and its impact on parallel appli-
cations has been extensively studied via various techniques,
including noise injection [2]. In the HPC community, Petrini
et al. [1] explained how OS noise and other system activities,
not necessarily at the OS level, could dramatically impact the
performance of a large cluster. In the same work, they observed
that the impact of the system noise when scaling on 8K
processors was large due to noise resonance and that leaving
one processor idle to take care of the system activities led to a
performance improvement of 1.87×. Though the authors did
not identify each source of OS noise, a following paper [4]
identified timer interrupts, and the activities started by the
paired interrupt handler, as the main source of OS noise (micro
OS noise). Nataraj et al. [21], also describe a technology to
measure kernel events and make this information available to
application-level performance measurements tools.

Others [5], [22] found the same result using different
methodologies. The work of De et al. [22] is the most
similar to ours. They perform an analysis of the OS noise
instrumenting the functions do_IRQ and schedule, and
obtaining interrupts and process preemptions statistics. Our
approach is similar, but we instrumented all kernel entry points
and activities, thus providing a complete OS noise analysis. As
a consequence, we are able to measure events like page faults
and softirqs that significantly contribute to OS noise.

The other major cause of OS noise is the scheduler. The
kernel can swap HPC processes out in order to run other
processes, including kernel daemons. This problem has also
been extensively studied [1], [4], [5], [22]–[24], and several
solutions are available [24], [25].

Studies group OS noise into two categories of high-
frequency, short-duration noise (e.g. timer interrupts) and
low-frequency, long-duration noise (e.g. kernel threads) [2].
Impact on HPC applications is higher when the OS noise
resonates with the application, so that high-frequency, fine-
grained noise affects more fine-grained applications, and low-
frequency, coarse-grained noise affects more coarse-grained
applications [1], [2].

The impact of the operating system on classical MPI oper-
ations, such as collective, is examined in Beckman et al. [26].

There are several examples of operating systems in the liter-
ature designed for HPC applications. Solutions can be divided
into three classes: micro kernels, lightweight kernels (LWKs),
and monolithic kernels. L4 [27] is a family of micro-kernels
designed and updated to achieve high independence from the
platform and improve security, isolation, and robustness. The
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Exokernel [28]–[30] was developed with the idea that the OS
should act as an executive for small programs provided by
the application software, so the Exokernel only guarantees
that these programs use the hardware safely. K42 [31] is
a high performance, open source, general purpose research
operating system kernel for cache-coherent multiprocessors
that was designed to scale to hundreds of processors and
to address the reliability and fault-tolerance requirements of
large commercial applications. Sandia National Laboratories
have also developed LWKs with predictable performance and
scalability as major goals for HPC systems [7].

IBM Compute Node Kernel for Blue Gene supercomputers
[6], [32] is an example of a lightweight OS targeted for HPC
systems. CNK is a standard open-source, vendor-supported,
OS that provides maximum performance and scales to hun-
dreds of thousands of nodes. CNK is a lightweight kernel
that provides only the services required by HPC applications
with a focus of providing maximum performance. Besides
CNK, which runs on the compute nodes, Blue Gene solutions
use other operating systems. The I/O nodes, which use the
same processors as the compute nodes, run a modified version
of Linux that includes a special kernel daemon (CIOD) that
handle I/O operations, and front-end and service nodes that
run a classical Linux OS [32].

Lightweight and micro kernels usually partner with library
services, often in user space, to perform traditional system
functionality, either for design or performance reasons. CNK
maps hardware into the user’s address space allowing ser-
vices such as messaging to occur, for efficiency reasons,
in user space. The disadvantages of CNK come from its
specialized implementation. It provides a limited number of
processes/threads, minimal dynamic memory support, and
contains no fork/exec support [6]. Moreira et al. [32]
show two cases (socket I/O and support for Multiple Program
Multiple Data (MPMD) applications) where IBM had to
extend CNK in order to satisfy the requirements of a particular
customer. Overall, experience shows that this situations are
quite common with micro and lightweight kernels.

There are several variants of full weight kernels that have
customized general-purpose OSes. ZeptoOS [33]–[35] is an
alternative, Linux-based OS, available for Blue Gene ma-
chines. ZeptOS aims to provide the performance of CNK while
providing increased Linux compatibility. Jones et al. [23] pro-
vides a detailed explanation of the modification introduced to
IBM AIX to reduce the execution time of MPI Allreduce.
They showed that some of the OS activities were easy to
remove while others required AIX modifications. The authors
prioritize HPC tasks over user and kernel daemons by playing
with the process priority and alternating periods of favored
and unfavored priority. HPL [24] reduces OS noise introduced
by the scheduler by prioritizing HPC processes over user and
kernel daemons and by avoid unnecessary CPU migrations.

Shmueli et al. [3] provide a comparison between CNK and
Linux on BlueGene/L, showing that one of the main items
limiting Linux scalability on BlueGene/L is the high number
of TLB misses. Although the authors do not address schedul-

ing, by using the HugeTLB library, they achieve scalability
comparable to CNK (although not with the same performance).

Mann and Mittal [36] use the secondary hardware thread of
IBM POWER5 and POWER6 processors to handle OS noise
introduced by Linux. They reduce OS noise by employing
Linux features such as the real time scheduler, process priority,
and interrupt redirection. The OS noise reduction comes at the
cost of losing the computing power of the second hardware
thread. Mann and Mittal consider SMT interference a source
of OS noise.

III. MEASURING OS NOISE

The usual way to measure OS noise on a compute node
consists of running micro benchmarks with a known and
highly predictable amount of computation per time interval
(or quantum), and measuring the divergence in each interval
from the amount of time taken to perform that computation.
An example of such as technique is the Finite Time Quantum
(FTQ) benchmark proposed by Sottile and Minnich [37]. FTQ
measures the amount of work done in a fixed time quantum
in terms of basic operations. In each time interval T , the
benchmark tracks how many basic operations were performed.
Let Nmax be the maximum number of basic operations that
can be performed in a time interval T . Then we can indirectly
estimate the amount of OS noise, in terms of basic operations,
from the difference Nmax − Ni, where Ni is the number of
basic operations performed during the i-th interval.

Figure 1a shows the output of FTQ on our test machine.
Each spike represents the amount of time the machine was
running kernel code instead of FTQ (obtained multiplying the
number of missing basic operations by the time required to
perform a basic operation). Whether the kernel interrupted
FTQ one, two, or more times, and what the kernel did during
each interruption is not reported.1 This imprecision is one
disadvantage of indirect external approaches to measuring
OS noise. An advantage of this approach is that experiments
are simple and provide quick relative comparisons between
different versions as developers work on reducing noise.

As we stated earlier, our goal was to provide a more
detailed quantitative evaluation of each OS noise event. In
order to obtain this information in Linux, instrumentation
points includes all the kernel entry and exit points (interrupts,
system calls, exceptions, etc.), and the main OS functions
(such as the scheduler, softirqs, or memory management [39]).
To obtain a detailed trace of OS events, we extended the
Linux Trace Toolkit Next Generation (LTTng) [40], [41]
with 1) an infrastructure to analyze and covert the LTTng
output into formats useful to analyze OS noise, and 2) extra
instrumentation points inside the Linux kernel. We call this
extended LTTng infrastructure LTTNG-NOISE.

The output from LTTNG-NOISE includes a Synthetic OS
Noise Chart and an OS Noise Trace. The former is a graph
similar to the one generated by FTQ and provides a view of

1It is possible to guess that the small, frequent spikes are related to the
timer interrupt, as was pointed out by previous work [4], [5], [38].
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(a) OS noise as measured by FTQ (b) Synthetic OS noise chart

(c) OS noise as measured by FTQ (zoom) (d) Synthetic OS noise chart (zoom)

Fig. 1: Measuring OS noise using FTQ. Figures 1a and 1c report the direct OS overhead obtained multiplying the execution time of a basic operation by
the number of missing operations. Figures 1b and 1d report time as measured by LTTNG-NOISE.

the amount of noise introduced by the OS. The latter is an
execution trace of the application that shows all kernel activ-
ities. Figure 1b shows the Synthetic OS Noise Chart for FTQ
generated by LTTNG-NOISE (as shown in Section V, we can
obtain similar graphs for any application). The OS Noise Trace
can be visualized with standard trace visualizers commonly
used for HPC application performance analysis. The current
implementation of LTTNG-NOISE supports the Paraver [20]
trace format, but other formats can be generated relatively
easily by performing a different offline transformation of the
original trace file.

A. LTTNG-NOISE

A concern about LTTNG-NOISE was the overhead intro-
duced by the instrumentation. If the overhead is too large,
the instrumentation may change the characteristics of the ap-
plications making the analysis invalid. Minimizing introduced
noise, or more accurately keeping it below a measureable level,
was especially critical for us as we were specifically trying to
measure noise. In addition, HPC applications are susceptible
to this induced noise causing an additive detrimental effect.
Fortunately, LTTng was successfully designed with similar
goals, and our kernel modifications do not add extra overhead.
In particular, LTTng has been designed with the following
properties: 1) low system overhead, 2) high-scalability for
multi-core architectures, and 3) high-precision. Low system

overhead is obtained with a pre-processing approach, i.e.,
the kernel is instrumented statically and data are analyzed
offline. High-scalability is ensured by the use of per-cpu data
and by employing lock-less tracing mechanisms [40]. Finally,
high-precision is obtained using the CPU timestamp counter
providing a time granularity on the order of nanoseconds. The
results of the low-overhead design of LTTng and our careful
modification is an overhead in the order of 0.28% (average
among all the LLNL Sequoia applications we tested).

Since it is not possible to know in advance which kernel
activities affect HPC applications, we collected all possible
information. LTTng already provides a wide coverage of the
Linux kernel. Even with these capability, it is still important
to determine which events are needed for the noise analysis
and, eventually add new trace points. To this end, we located
all the entry and exit points and identified the components
and section of code of interest. We then modified LTTng
by adding extra information to existing trace points and new
instrumentation points, for those components that were not
already instrumented.

Another important consideration is which kernel activities
should be considered noise (i.e., timer interrupts) and which
are, instead, services required by applications and should be
considered part of the normal application’s execution (i.e.,
a read system call). In this paper, we consider OS noise
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(a) FTQ trace

(b) Zoom of the FTQ trace

Fig. 2: FTQ Execution Trace. Figure 2a shows a part (75 ms) of the FTQ trace that highlights the periodic timer interrupts (black lines), the page faults (red
line), and a process preemption (green line). Figure 2b zooms in and shows that the interruption consists of several kernel events. At this level of detail we
can distinguish the timer interrupt (2.178 µsec, black) followed by the run_timer_softirq softirq (1.842 µsec, pink), the first part of the schedule
(0.382µsec, orange), the process preemption (2.215 µsec, green), and the second part of the schedule (0.179µsec, orange).

all those activities that are not explicitly requested by the
applications but that are necessary for the correct functioning
of the compute node. Timer interrupts, scheduling, page faults
are examples of such activities. Second, we only account
kernel activities as introduced noise when an application’s
process is runnable. During the offline OS noise analysis,
we do not consider a kernel interruption as noise if, when
it occurs, a process is blocked waiting for communication.

Even with these modifications the number of kernel activ-
ities tracked is considerable. Since it is not possible to show
all the tracked activities, in this paper we focus on those
that appear more often or have large impact (such as timer
interrupts, scheduling, and page faults). However, developers
concerned about specific areas can use our infrastructure to
drill down into any particular area of interest by simply
applying different filters.2

The second extension we made to LTTng is an offline
trace transformation tool. We developed an external LTTng
module that generates execution traces suitable for Paraver
[20]. Additionally, the module generate a data format that
can be used as input to Matlab. We use this to derive the
synthetic OS noise chart and the other graphs presented in this
paper. We took particular care of nested events, i.e., events that
happen while the OS is already performing other activities. For
example, the local timer may raise an interrupt while the kernel
is performing a tasklet. Handling nested events is particularly
important for obtaining correct statistics.

B. Tracing scalability

The amount of data generated to trace OS events on a single
node is not an issue. On the other hand, the application of any
trace methodology to clusters composed by a large number of
nodes (i.e. thousands of nodes), face the challenge of collecting
and storing a very large amount of data at run-time. This
problem arises for any approach willing to capture OS noise
events with a fine granularity in HPC systems.

2Filters are common features for HPC performance analysis tools and we
provide the same capability for our Matlab module.

Given that OS noise is inherently redundant across nodes,
one of the most effective solution is to enable tracing only on
a statistically significant subset of the cluster’s nodes. Another
option is to apply data-compression techniques at run-time to
reduce the data-size.

C. Analyzing FTQ with LTTNG-NOISE

A comparison of Figure 1a and Figure 1b shows that
LTTNG-NOISE captures the OS noise identified by FTQ. The
small differences between the two graphs can be explained
by realizing that FTQ computes missing integral number of
basic operations and multiplying this by the cost of each
operation thus producing discretized values, while LTTNG-
NOISE calculates the measured OS noise between given points
using the trace events. In general, the result is that FTQ slightly
overestimates the OS noise, for FTQ does not account for
partially completed basic operations.

Apart from these small differences, the figures show that the
data output from these two methods are very similar. Thus, we
have a high degree of confidence in comparing results from
the different techniques, and therefore that our new technique
represents an accurate view of induced OS noise. Unlike FTQ,
our new technique allows quantifying and providing details for
what contributed to the noise of each interruption.

The Synthetic OS noise chart in Figure 1b shows, for
each OS interruption, the kernel activities performed and
their durations. For example, at time x = X1 FTQ detects
7.70 µsec OS overhead (this point is showed in Figure 1a).
The corresponding point in Figure 1b (also highlighted on
the chart) shows an overhead of 6.96 µsec but also shows
that the interruption consists of timer_interrupt handler
(1), a run_timer_softirq softirq (2), and a process
preemption (eventd daemon) (3). Figures 1c and 1d show
details of Figures 1a and 1b, respectively, centered around
point x = X1. Figure 1d shows that, indeed, the small frequent
spikes are related to the timer interrupt handler but, also, to the
run_timer_softirq softirq, which takes about the same
amount of time. Figure 1d also shows that there are smaller
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spikes, to the best of our knowledge not identified in previous
work, that are similar to those generated by the timer interrupt
handler, but that are not related to timers or other periodic
activity. These interruptions are caused by page faults, which
are, as we will see in Section IV, application-dependent.

The synthetic OS noise chart is useful to analyze the OS
noise experienced by one process. HPC applications, however,
consist of processes and threads distributed across nodes. Exe-
cution traces can be used to provide a deeper understanding of
the relationships among the different application’s processes.
Moreover, performance analysis tools, such as Paraver, are
able to quickly extract statistics, zoom on interesting portion
of the application, remove or mask states, etc. Figures 2a
and 2b show a portion of the execution trace of FTQ. The
execution traces generated with LTTNG-NOISE are very dense,
even for short applications. Even if performance analysis
tools are able to extract statistics and provide 3D views, the
visual representation, especially for long applications, is often
complex and lossy due to the number of pixels on a screen
and the amount of information to be displayed at each time
interval. For this reason, in this paper, we usually zoom in
to show small, interesting portions of execution traces that
highlight specific information or behavior.

Figure 2a shows 75 msec of FTQ execution. In this trace
white represents the application running in user mode, while
the other colors represent different kernel activities. The trace
shows the periodic timer interrupts (black lines) and the
frequent page fault (red lines). While, in this case, page
faults take approximately the same time, timer interrupts may
trigger other activities (e.g., softirqs, scheduling, or process
preemption) and, thus, have different sizes. In order to better
visualize the activities that were performed on a giving kernel
interruption, Figure 2b shows a detail of the previous picture.
In particular, Figure 2b depicts one interruption caused by
a timer interrupt. Paraver provides several informations for
each event, such as time duration or internal status, simply
by clicking on the desired event. Regarding the detailed
execution trace of FTQ, the tool provides the following time
durations for each interruption: 2.178 µsec (timer interrupt),
1.842 µsec (run_timer_softirq), 0.382 µsec (first part
of the schedule that leads to a process preemption), 2.215
µsec (process preemption), and 0.179 µsec (second part of
the schedule that resumes the FTQ process).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present our experimental results based
on LTTNG-NOISE and the Sequoia benchmarks [13] (AMG,
IRS, LAMMPS, SPHOT, UMT). We ran experiments on a
dual Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) processor workstation (for
a total of 8 cores) with 64 Gigabyte of RAM. We used a
standard Linux Kernel version 2.6.33.4 patched with LTTNG-
NOISE. In order to minimize noise activity and to perform
representative experiments, we removed from the test machine
all kernel and user daemons that do not usually run on a HPC
compute node. The system is in a private network, isolated
from the outside world, that consists of the machine itself

Fig. 3: OS noise breakdown for Sequoia benchmarks

and an NFS server. Most of the I/O operations, including the
application’s executable files and the input sets, are performed
through the network interface, as it is often the case for
HPC compute nodes. In order to obtain representative results,
Sequoia benchmarks were configured to run with 8 MPI tasks
(one task per core), and to last several minutes.

Section IV-A analyzes the OS noise breakdown for each
application. Sections IV-B, IV-C, IV-D, and IV-E analyze in
detail the OS activities identified by our infrastructure as the
major source of OS noise. For lack of space, we cannot put
all the graphs and data we collected. In each sub-section we
provide synthetic statistical data and a few examples of more
detailed information for chosen interesting applications.

A. Noise breakdown

Each OS interruption may consists of several different
kernel activities. Our analysis allows us to break down
each OS interruption into kernel activities. For simplicity
and clarity, we focus on the kernel activities with larger
contribution to OS noise. To this extend, we classified kernel
activities into 5 categories:
periodic: timer interrupt handler and
run_timer_softirq, the softirq responsible to execute
expired software timers.
page fault: page fault exception handler.
scheduling: the schedule function and the
related softirqs (rcu_process_callbacks and
run_rebalance_domains).
preemption: kernel and user daemons that preempt the
application’s processes.
I/O: network interrupt handler, softirqs and tasklets.

Figure 3 shows the OS noise breakdown for the Sequoia
applications. Each Sequoia application experiences OS noise
in a different way. For example, page faults represent a
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(a) AMG (b) LAMMPS

Fig. 4: Page fault time distributions

(a) AMG

(b) LAMMPS
Fig. 5: Page Fault Trace. Figures 5a and 5b show the execution trace of AMG and LAMMPS, respectively. We filtered out all the events but the page faults
(red). The traces highlight the different distributions of page fault for AMG (throughout all the execution) adn LAMMPS (mainly located at the beginning and
the end). Notice that in some regions page faults are very dense and appear as one large page fault when, in fact, there are thousands very close to each other
but the pixel resolution does not allow distinguishing them.

large portion of OS noise for AMG and UMT (82.4% and
86.7%, respectively), while SPHOT and LAMMPS are only
marginally affected by the same kernel activity (13.5% and
10.2%). IRS, SPHOT and, especially, LAMMPS are preempted
by other processes during their computation, which represent a
considerable component of their total jitter (27.1%, 24.7%, and
80.2%, respectively). Our analysis shows that the applications
were interrupted particularly by rpciod, a I/O kernel dae-
mon. Periodic activities (timer interrupt handler and periodic
software timers) are, instead, limited (between 5% and 10%)
for all applications but SPHOT.

B. Page faults

Page faults can be one of the largest source of OS noise.
Memory management functionalities like page-on-demand and
copy on write can significantly reduce the impact of page
faults. Moreover, one of the main advantages of lightweight
kernels is to drastically simplify dynamic memory manage-
ment, thus reducing or even removing (as in CNK [6]) the
noise caused by page faults.

As Table I shows, for some applications, like AMG, IRS,
and UMT, the frequency of page faults is even higher than

TABLE I: Page fault statistics

freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)
AMG 1,693 4,380 69,398,061 250
IRS 1,488 4,202 4,825,103 218
LAMMPS 231 3,221 27,544 248
SPHOT 25 2,467 889,333 221
UMT 3,554 4,545 50,208 229

that of the timer interrupt (10kHz in our configuration). Even
more important is that the time distribution is very large
and differs from application to application. From Table I, we
can observe that each application presents a different number
of page faults. Moreover, though the minimum duration of
a fault is similar across the benchmarks (about 250 nsec),
the maximum duration varies from application to application
(from 25.7 µsec to 69,398 µsec). OS noise activities that vary
so much may limit application scalability on large machines,
as show in previous work [1], [4].

Figures 4a and 4b3 show the page fault time distributions for

3Time distributions may have a very long tail that could make visualization
difficult. To improve the visualization, we cut all the distributions in the
histograms at the 99o percentile.
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(a) UMT (b) IRS

Fig. 6: Domain rebalance softirq time distribution

Fig. 7: Process preemption experienced by LAMMPS. This picture shows the complete execution trace of LAMMPS. We filtered out all events but process
preemptions (green). Though the pixel resolution does not allow distinguishing all the process preemption, it is clear that LAMMPS suffers many frequent
preemptions.

AMG and LAMMPS, respectively. We chose these two appli-
cations because they present different distributions. Figure 4a
(AMG) shows two main picks (around 2.5 µsec and 4.5 µsec),
with a long tail. LAMMPS, on the other hand, shows a one-
sided distribution with a main pick around 2.5 µsec.

Figure 5 shows another important difference between AMG
and LAMMPS. While for LAMMPS page faults, marked in
red in the pictures, are mainly located at the beginning
(initialization phase), AMG page faults are spread throughout
the whole execution, with several accumulation points. From
these execution traces we can conclude that page faults are not
of main concerns for LAMMPS, neither in terms of OS noise
overhead (10.2% of the total OS noise, as reported in Figure 3)
nor from the time distribution, as they mainly appear during
the initialization phase. For AMG, instead, page faults may
seriously affect performance. They represent a considerable
portion of the total OS noise (82.4%), and may interrupt
application’s computing phases.

C. Scheduling

Scheduling activities are not only related to the schedule
function but also to other kernel daemons and softirqs that are
responsible, among other tasks, to keep the system balanced.

Our analysis shows that, indeed, the overhead introduced by
the schedule function is negligible and constant, confirming
the effectiveness of the the new Completely Fair Schedule
(CFS), which has a O(1) complexity.

Domain balancing, instead, may create several
problems in terms of execution time variability and,
therefore, scalability [24]. In this section we analyze

the effect of the run_rebalance_domains softirq.
run_rebalance_domains is triggered when needed
from the scheduler tick and it is in charge of checking
whether the system is balanced and, if not, move tasks from
one CPU to another. Domain rebalance is described in [24],
[39], [42]. Here it is worthwhile to notice that rebalancing
domains introduces two kinds of overheads: direct (time
required to execute the rebalance code) and indirect (moving
a process to another CPU may require extra time to warm up
the local cache and other processor resources).

Figures 6a and 6b show the execution time distribution of
the run_rebalance_domains softirq for UMT and IRS.
While IRS shows a fairly compact distribution with a main pick
around 1.80 µsec, UMT shows a much larger distribution with
average of 3.36 µsec. Indeed, UMT is a complex application
that involves, besides MPI, Python and pyMPI scripts. The OS
has, thus, a much tougher job to balance UMT than IRS.

TABLE II: Network interrupt events frequency and duration
freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)

AMG 116 1,552 347,902 540
IRS 87 1,666 353,294 521
LAMMPS 11 2,520 356,380 594
SPHOT 21 1,372 341,003 535
UMT 77 1,975 349,288 484

D. Process preemption and I/O

The OS scheduler may decide to suspend one or more
running processes during the execution of a parallel application
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(a) AMG (b) UMT
Fig. 8: run_timer_softirq time distribution

TABLE III: net_rx_action frequency and duration
freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)

AMG 53 3,031 98,570 192
IRS 43 4,460 78,236 174
LAMMPS 10 4,707 84,152 199
SPHOT 15 1,987 45,150 207
UMT 22 5,484 75,042 167

TABLE IV: net_tx_action frequency and duration
freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)

AMG 15 471 8,227 176
IRS 10 504 4,725 176
LAMMPS 2 559 4,392 175
SPHOT 3 409 2,746 200
UMT 9 545 8,902 173

(process preemption). The suspended process is not able to
progress during that time and the whole parallel application
may be delayed. Typically, the OS suspends a process be-
cause there is another higher-priority process that needs to
be executed. Kernel and user daemons are classical examples
of such processes. The interrupted process may, in turn, be
migrated by the scheduler on another CPU. This approach
provides advantages if the target CPU is idle but may also force
time sharing with another process of the parallel application.
A discussion of the possible effect of process migration and
preemption is provided in [24].

In our experiments the only kernel daemon that is very
active is the I/O daemon (rpciod).4 HPC compute nodes
do not usually have disks or other I/O devices except, of
course, the network adapter. Most HPC networks (such as In-
finiband [43] or BlueGene Torus [44]) allow user applications
to send/receive messages without involving the OS, through
kernel bypass. All I/O operations (e.g., reading input data or

4LTTNG-NOISE also uses a kernel daemon to collect data at run time. This
daemon is not supposed to be running in a normal environment, therefore
we are not taking it into account in the rest of the discussion. However, we
noticed that, though it depends on the application, the LTTNG-NOISE kernel
daemon was especially active at the beginning and at the endof the applictions.
Moreover, as reported in section III, the overall overhead of LTTNG-NOISE
is quite small.

writing final results) are shipped to an I/O node through the
network. Once the operation is completed, the I/O node returns
the results to the compute node.

In our test environment, the compute node is connected to an
NFS server through the rpciod I/O daemon. For most of the
applications, rpciod is the only kernel daemon that generate
OS noise. UMT is a different case because the application is
more complex than the others. In particular, UMT runs several
Python processes that may 1) interrupt the computing tasks,
and 2) trigger process migration and domain balancing.

Figure 3 shows that the OS noise experienced by LAMMPS
is dominated by process preemption, marked in green. Figure 7
shows that, indeed, LAMMPS processes are preempted several
times throughout the execution. As opposed to the other
benchmarks, LAMMPS performs a considerable amount of I/O
operations. Since data are moved to/from the network, the OS
suspends LAMMPS processes that issued I/O operations until
the data tranfer is completed. In Linux, network I/O opera-
tions involve the network interrupt handler and the receiver
(net_rx_action) and transmission (net_tx_action)
tasklets.5 On data transfer completion, the active network
tasklet wakes up the suspended processes in the order I/O
operations complete and on the CPU that receives the network
interrupt. Clearly, that CPU may be running another LAMMPS
process (which is preempted) at that time, thus a load balance
reschedule may be triggered to move the preempted process
on an idle CPU (migration).

Tables II, III and IV report the frequency and time duration
of the network interrupt handler, the net_rx_action, and
the net_tx_action tasklet, respectively. As we can see,
the transmission tasklet is faster and more constant than the
receiver tasklet. The reason is that while sending data to
the NFS server is an asynchronous operation, receiving data
from the NFS server must be done synchronously. In fact, the
transmission tasklet can return right after the network DMA
engine has been started, because the copy of the data from

5Tasklets are implemented on top of softirqs and differ from the latter in that
tasklets of the same type are always serialized. In other words, two tasklets
of the same type cannot run on two different CPUs while two softirqs of the
same type are allowed to do so [39].
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(a) OS noise as measured by FTQ (b) Synthetic OS noise chart

Fig. 9: Noise disambiguation

memory to the network adapter’s buffer will be performed
asynchronously by the DMA engine. When receiving a mes-
sage, instead, the receiving tasklet needs to wait until the data
transfer form the network buffer to memory has completed or
else the application may find corrupted data.

E. Periodic activities

Some activities are periodically started by the timer inter-
rupt. With the introduction of high resolution timers in Linux
2.6.18, the local timer may raise an interrupt any time a high
resolution timer expires. One of such timer is the periodic
timer interrupt, which is in charge of accounting for the current
process elapsed time and, eventually, call the scheduler if the
process time quantum has expired. This interrupt is a well-
known source of OS noise [4], [5]. In our test machine we
set the frequency of this periodic high resolution timer to
the lowest possible (10 kHz) so to minimize the effect of the
periodic timer interrupt.

The term timer interrupt is often used to identify both
the timer interrupt and the softirq. With our methodol-
ogy, instead, we are able to distinguish between the timer
interrupt (or timer interrupt top half ) and the sotfirq
run_timer_softirq (called bottom half in old Linux re-
leases). The run_timer_softirq, in particular, may vary
considerably across applications and between two separate
instances of the event. This softirq, in fact, is in charge of
running all the handlers connected to expired software timers.
Each handler may have a different duration and applications
may set software timers accordingly to their needs (for exam-
ple, to take regular check points). It follows, that this activity
may show a considerable execution time variation.

TABLE V: Timer interrupt statistics
freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)

AMG 100 3,334 29,422 795
IRS 100 6,289 35,734 867
LAMMPS 100 3,763 34,555 1,194
SPHOT 100 1,498 10,204 833
UMT 100 6,451 29,662 982

TABLE VI: Softirq run timer softirq statistics
freq(ev/sec) avg(nsec) max(nsec) min(nsec)

AMG 100 1,718 49,030 191
IRS 100 3,897 57,663 193
LAMMPS 100 2,242 58,628 256
SPHOT 100 620 32,926 223
UMT 100 3364 87,472 214

Figures 8a and 8b show the execution time distribution of
the run_timer_softirq softirq for AMG and UMT. As
we can see from the figures, and as confirmed from previous
studies, the run_timer_softirq softirq has a long-tail
density function.

Table V and VI show statistical data related to the timer in-
terrupt and run_timer_softirq softirq. As expected, the
frequency of the timer interrupt is at least 100 events/second
(10 kHz) for all the applications. Also, the fact that the
frequency is not higher means that the applications do not
set any other software timer.

V. NOISE DISAMBIGUATION

Analyzing OS noise indirectly through micro benchmarks
may hide the true causes of a given noise event and lead the
developer towards the wrong direction. This section provides
two example of using LTTNG-NOISE to disambiguate similar
OS activities.

A. Disambiguation of qualitative similar activities

Figure 10 shows a portion of the synthetic OS noise
chart for AMG. The graphs shows several page faults (red),
and two timer interrupts (blue) which, in turn, trigger the
run_timer_softirq softirq (green). The picture shows
that there are two interruptions, a page fault and a timer
interrupt (both highlighted in the graph) that have similar
duration (2913 nsec and 2902 nsec, respectively). Indirect
measurements through micro benchmarks do not permit to
distinguish between these two kernel activities, thus, the
developer may think that they are the same activity.
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Fig. 10: AMG - Synthetic OS noise graph

The synthetic OS noise chart provided by LTTNG-NOISE,
instead, allows us to disambiguate the two OS interruptions
and to clearly identify each activity. In this particular case,
the graph shows that the first highlighted interruption is a
page fault that takes 2913 nsec, while the second interruption
is composed by a timer interrupt handler (2648 nsec) and
run_timer_softirq softirq (254 nsec), which sum up to
a total of 2902 nsec.

B. OS noise composition

Micro benchmarks, such as FTQ, compute the OS noise as
missing operations in a given iteration [37]. This means that
micro benchmarks are not able to distinguish two unrelated
events it they happen in the same iteration.

Figure 9a shows three iterations of the FTQ micro bench-
mark. The three spikes are equidistant (which suggests a
common periodic activity) but the jitter measured in the first
and the third iterations (about 5 µsec) is different from the one
measured in the second iteration (7.5 µsec). This different OS
noise suggests that the events occurred during the first and
the third iterations are different from those occurred during
the second iteration. Moreover, the spikes in the first and
third iterations are similar to the very frequent ones caused
by the timer interrupt while the spike in the third iteration is
not similar to anything else. A qualitatively analysis would
conclude that FTQ experienced a timer interrupt during the
first and the third iteration while “something else” happened
during the second iteration, contradicting the hypothesis of
equidistant events.

Our analysis shows that, indeed, a timer interrupt also
occurred during the second iteration (Figure 9b), confirming
the first observation of equidistant events. However, right
before that timer interrupt, a page fault occurred. In this case,
FTQ was not able to distinguish the two events that, indeed,
appear as one in its graph. LTTNG-NOISE, instead, precisely
shows the two events as separate interruptions, allowing the
developer to derive correct conclusions about the nature of
the OS noise. This example shows how an internal analysis is
more effective than an indirect one and provides information
that, otherwise, would be impossible to obtain.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

OS noise has been studied extensively and it is a well-known
problem in the HPC community. Though previous studies
succeeded to provide important insights on OS noise, most
of those studies are “qualitative” in that they characterize the
overall effect of OS noise on parallel applications but tend
not to identify and characterize each kernel noise event. As
HPC applications evolve towards more complex programming
paradigms that require richer support from the OS, we believe
that a quantitative analysis of the kernel noise introduces by
such operating systems is most needed.

In this paper we presented our technique to provide a
quantitative descriptive analysis for each kernel noise event.
We extended LTTng, a low-overhead, high-resolution kernel
tracer, with extra trace points and offline modules to analyze
the OS noise. In particular, we developed a module that
generates execution traces suitable for Paraver and a data
format that can be used as input for Matlab. We demonstrated
that our new technique and toolkit (LTTNG-NOISE) accurately
reflect the noise measured by other known techniques (such
as FTQ). In addition to previous insights, our new technique
allows quantifying and providing details for what contributed
to the noise for each interruption.

Using LTTNG-NOISE, we analyzed the OS noise introduced
by the OS on LLNL Sequoia applications and showed that
1) each application experiences different jitter (both in terms
of overhead and composition), 2) page faults may have even
larger impact than timer interrupts (both in terms of frequency
and duration), and 3) some activities have larger time distri-
butions that may lead to load imbalance at scale for particular
applications. Moreover, we are able to identify and quantify
each single source of OS noise. This capability is very useful
to analyze current and future applications and systems.

Finally, we showed two case studies where we used our
technique to disambiguate kernel noise events. This noise
disambiguation would not be possible without the detailed
information provided by LTTNG-NOISE.

We plan to use LTTNG-NOISE do to deeper analysis of
current and future parallel applications and to quantify how
our findings affect the scalability of those applications on large
machines with hundreds of thousands of cores.
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